
Wars of  Humanitarian Intervention and the Ethics of  Killing in Other-Defence  

Whilst self-defence against an unjust aggressor is the paradigm just cause for war, most people think 
that military humanitarian interventions to protect people from atrocity crimes abroad are equally 
permissible. Which individuals are legitimate targets in armed humanitarian interventions, and why, is 
of  obvious moral, political and legal significance. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the jus in bello is 
rarely discussed explicitly in the context of  wars of  humanitarian intervention. The few accounts that 
exist are comparatively recent, limited in scope, and paint a dissonant picture. 

Why is this? In this paper, I suggest that contemporary just war theorists lack a compelling account of  
legitimate other-defence. It is often assumed that the legitimacy of  other-defence flows 
straightforwardly from the legitimacy of  self-defence: if  X is permitted to defend herself  against Y, the 
thought goes, then Z is similarly permitted to intervene on X's behalf  to defend her against Y. 

The paper is divided into two parts. Part 1 outlines three reasons for why self-defence and other-
defence are not as straightforwardly identical as described above. First, the right not to be killed is 
usually described as a claim right, conferring both duties of  non-interference and duties of  assistance 
on others. Whilst self-defence is usually considered to be optional (X is not required to defend herself), 
other-defence is usually regarded as a duty (if  Z could easily come to X's aid, we think that she ought to 
do so). Second, the prima facie duty to intervene is not indefeasible: it may weaken as the costs to the 
intervener increase (Z does not seem to be required to intervene to protect X against Y if  the projected 
costs to Z are very high). Third, whilst X may have an agent-relative justification for defending herself, 
most people think that Z would need a further, agent-neutral reason for intervening on X's behalf; in 
fact, Z might have an agent-relative justification for prioritising her own safety when deciding whether 
and how to employ defensive force. 

A successful account of  other-defence will have to address these points of  disjunction between self-
defence and other-defence - the duty of  assistance, its defeasibility, and agent-relativity. Part 2 seeks to 
formulate such an account of  other-defence and situate it within the jus in bello of  armed humanitarian 
intervention. It does so by looking to three influential accounts of  what makes self-defence permissible 
and asking which approach is most likely to provide a compelling account of  what makes other-defence 
permissible. After arguing that culpability-based accounts are too restrictive and rights-based accounts 
too permissive, I suggest that responsibility-based accounts, on which a just allocation of  harm entails 
the permissibility of  defence, hold the most promise. I probe their central premise (according to which 
what Z is permitted to do depends on what Y is morally responsible for), and lastly explore which 
individuals intervening combatants may permissibly kill in wars of  humanitarian intervention. 


